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Applications of Nanotechnology in Sustainable Agriculture

In the current century, the fast-emerging global industrial boom, where utilisation of industrial 
materials is being steeply increased, has perilously caused some serious environmental and 

agricultural threats. (Liu, Nam Ong and Xie, 2016) The apparent struggle of mankind and animal 
with environmental issues like pollution (air, water), food availability (heavy metals, toxicants), 
agriculture, etc…, has urged scientists to ponder and rethink on the future unhealthy relationship 
between agricultural ethics and upcoming human existence and health. Thus, concept of 
agricultural sustainability has been one of the fundamental emphases for scientists to better 
the socio-economic and environmental world (Boopathy et al., 2020). In this regard, field of 
nanotechnology has been majorly useful and potentially associated with promise of effectively 
contributing to environmental agriculture sustainability. This scientific technology, dealing with 
the manipulation and usage of various types of materials in nanoscale (1-100nm) range, has 
aided the environmental sector with potential application of these beneficial nano-materials 
possessing unique properties. (Liu, Nam Ong and Xie, 2016) According to American chemical 
society (ACS), life-threatening agricultural pollutions comprising of pharmaceutical pollutants like 
antibiotics in agricultural waters, heavy toxicants in soils, cement and plants can be significantly 
alleviated by applying nanotechnologies. (Boopathy et al., 2020) Green nanotechnology 
offers potent innovations such as new product developments, effective substitution of existing 
materials and significant reformulation of chemicals (herbicides, pesticides), fertilisers and other 
materials, which hence shows the importance of applying this technique for the green agricultural 
sustainability. 
Agricultural wastewater treatment and cleaning approaches by nanomaterials are much more 
environmentally sustainable for the agri-food sector and less expensive than chemical-intensive 
methods. Using enormous eco-friendly grapheme oxides or fullerene-based, nanosorbents 
strengthens the membrane for separation, which increases the selectivity and remediates 
pollutants like antibiotics or heavy metals in water, thus creating healthy space for plantation. 
(Cheriyamundath and Vavilala, 2020) Nanoscale carriers are immensely promoting the efficient 
distribution of nanofertilizers, nutrients and plant growth regulators. Nanoscale carriers are 
designed to block degradation, improve stability and the anchoring of plant roots by these carriers 
into the surrounding organic and soil environment provide targeted, potent crop delivery leading 
to efficient, safe farming. Utilisation of nano-zero valent iron and nitrous oxides has significantly 
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ameliorated the process of soil remediation in agricultural regions. Nanotechnology in micro-
fabricated xylem vessels have been in emphasis in microbiology and biotechnological research 
field. Owing to this particular advancement in nanofabrication, observational studies on biological 
and physio-chemical interactions of xylem-inhabiting pathogens may be greatly faciliated. Thus, 
these studies upon mechanisms involved and pathogenic growth understanding, may eventually 
lead to improved targeted treatment in agriculture (Pandey, 2018). Green nanotechnology and 
agricultural biotechnology promises to mitigate global problems by offering other more effective 
sustainable nano-based solutions like clay nanotubes, photocatalysis etc... (Liu, Nam Ong and 
Xie, 2016) The principal goal is to achieve the nanotechnology’s commitment and promise in 
a more systematic and consistent way to establish potent remedial mechanisms and enhance 
preventive measures in agriculture, to ultimately better the agri-food sector in this whole planet.
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